The MANO Project (My Access to a Network of Opportunities) provides internship and fellowship opportunities that offer unique, PAID work experiences that connect, build and develop thoughtful Latino leaders. In partnership with some of the nation’s most well-known agencies and organizations, these opportunities provide extensive training, mentoring and professional development support to help students succeed.

**DIVERSE CAREER FIELDS**

- Cultural and Heritage Preservation
- Natural and/or Cultural Resources
- Environmental Education/Conservation
- Engineering
- Communication/Media/Public Affairs
- Business related fields – Accounting, Finance, Operations

**BASIC ELIGIBILITY**

- Current college students or graduates ages 18-30
- Possess U.S. citizenship or permanent residency
- And bring passion to your work!

**PARTNER AGENCIES OFFERING INTERNSHIPS**

[Logos of partner agencies]

**MANOPROJECT.ORG**

THE MANO PROJECT IS AN INITIATIVE OF HISPANIC ACCESS FOUNDATION